Abstract—Medical concept and entity extraction from the medical narrative unstructured documents is the crucial step in most of the contemporary health systems. For the extraction of medical concepts and entities, the Unified Medical Language System (UMLS) Metathesaurus is a big source of biomedical and health-related concepts. Recently various tools like Sophia, MetaMap and cTAKES, and many other rules-based methods and algorithm like Quick UMLS etc. have been developed which are performing a successful role in the process of medical concept extraction. The goal of this paper is to design a generic algorithm to identify a package consisting of standard concepts, their semantic types, and entity types on the basis of medical phrases and terms used in the clinical unstructured documents. The proposed algorithm implements the UMLS terminology service (UTS) and customizes to extract concepts for all the meaningful phrases and terms used in the narratives and determine their semantic and entity types in order to find exact categorization of the concepts. The proposed algorithm has produced a very useful set of results to use for labeling the biomedical data, which could in turn be used for training data-driven approaches such as machine learning.

Index Terms—UMLS (Unified Medical Language System), Information Extraction, Medical Narratives, Entity Recognition, Semantic Types.

I. INTRODUCTION

One of the fundamental and cornerstone stone processes in health informatics system is entity and concept extraction from the medical narrative unstructured documents [1]. Automatic identification of medical concept, entity and semantic relation between is useful for enabling superior and accurate clinical decision support. Currently, distinct tools such as MetaMap [8] and cTakes [9] have been extensively used in research and industry applications for extracting medical concepts.

A knowledge-driven approach is widely used to medical concept identification and extraction build upon various biomedical and health vocabulary such as Unified Medical Language System (UMLS) Metathesaurus [7]. UMLS Metathesaurus is one of the knowledge sources contain 6M names over 100 terminologies, 1.5M concepts, and 8M relations. It is used as prior knowledge source by a different system for concept identification, based on exact match retrieval from lemmatize and original reports. The concept can be used in, among others clinical event detection, information retrieval, question answering and parsing tasks. The vocabulary based system performance relies on three factors (a) The vocabulary size, (b) Used of an algorithm for finding a match, and (c) Presence of large dataset scalability [2].

In this work, we proposed an algorithm that relies on exact matching to terms in UMLS Metathesaurus to extract medical concepts, semantic types, and entity types from unstructured clinical documents. An application programming interfaces (APIs) is provided by UMLS to query the UMLS Metathesaurus data as in Figure 1 for each medical terms. The approach is to introduce the medical text processing to the expansive Natural Language Processing community and to reinforce ongoing research in NLP (Natural Language Processing) methods used in the medical domain. The second purpose of this task is to suggest a generic algorithm for mapping concept, its semantic type and entity type from UMLS to each medical term.

The rest of the paper formulated as follows: an overview of the related work is presented in next section II. The proposed algorithm and framework is described in section III, result and discussion in section IV and the conclusion is drawn in section V.

II. RELATED WORK

In a study [10], the author proposed a rule-based method for automatic concept extraction from clinical unstructured documents and mapping these with their semantics type using UMLS Metathesaurus. The proposed method contain two
sub-module that is text-pre-processing and rules templates. Rules templates further divided into two rules, rule one to identify composite medical concept and rule two for concept mapping with UMLS to identify medical concepts such as problem, treatment, and tests.

In a study [2], the author presented a system an efficient clinical concept extraction in Electronic Medical Record (EMR). An algorithm proposed based on exact matching of clinical terms in reports to determine the longest common word sequence matching, novel prefix indexing and deep parsing based negation detection.

In a study [4], the author developed an approach based on Domain Knowledge and Machine Learning to extract medical concept. For Domain Knowledge, MetaMap tool is used to get important features from text and automatically finds terms existent and semantic concepts in UMLS Metathesaurus. In Machine Learning, approach conditional Random Fields (CRF) model is used to detect the clinical name entities. GENIA tool has been used to extract lexical features such as Part Of Speech tags, and Lemmatized version of words.

III. PROPOSED METHODOLOGY

We looked at 2018AB version of UMLS Metathesaurus containing over 1 million concepts. An exact matched term to the UMLS Metathesaurus approach has followed. The proposed algorithm is using Web services API provided by UMLS Terminology Services (UTS) extract single or a list of concept, its Semantic Type and Entity Type for each term as shown in the Table1. The big challenge in the algorithm, which we faced, is presenting a value against each specific term, which has many concepts, and then each concept has single or many semantic types. Where semantic type and concept name were repeating for a term. Therefore, for handling this issue we used key value pair logic to hold a list of value for each key. In our algorithm, five main processes are performing Pre-Processing, POS Filtering, Finding Terms, Concept Extraction, Semantic Type Extraction, Entity Type Extraction.

A. Pre-Processing

In pre-processing step, we mine one or more documents D where |D| = {d1, d2, d3……dn} then we tokenize each document di into sentences then sentences into words |W| where |W| = {w1, w2, w3……wn}. We apply filtration removing stop words such as “the”, “much”, “themselves”, “this”, “from”, “on”, “off” etc. from the set |W|. These words having no meaning or useless to convey a message. We applied lemmatization to improve the performance on unseen and ambiguous words. Lemmatization is treated more accurate results as compare to stemming. After that, we apply N-gram, which is a set of a co-occurring word in a sentence, for finding n-Gram (see Eq.1).

\[ n = x \sim (N - 1) \]  

Where \( \sim \) denote the subtraction of a scalar (N-1) from every element of the vector \( x = \sum_{k=0}^{n-1} W_k \) Where denotes the number of words in a sentence. In the last removing of duplicate word process performed. Duplicate words are those word which are repeating in the document due to which document normalize is necessary to avoid ambiguity.

Algorithm 1. UMLS Metathesaurus Information Extraction Algorithm

```
Algorithm : Concept, Semantic Type and Entity Type Extraction

Input: Medication Narrative Document \(-\{d_1, d_2, d_3 \ldots \ldots d_n\}\) x set of documents d;
Output: set of Term, Concept, Semantic Type, Entity Type
1. \texttt{wordList} \leftarrow \texttt{newArrayList}()
2. \texttt{conceptMap} \leftarrow \texttt{newHashMap(term, concept)}
3. \texttt{semanticTypeMap} \leftarrow \texttt{newHashMap(semanticType)}
4. \texttt{entityTypeMap} \leftarrow \texttt{newHashMap(entityType)}
5. \texttt{doc} : Read Document
6. \texttt{wordList} \leftarrow Pre-Processing
7. \texttt{wordList} \leftarrow Part of Speech Filtering
8. \texttt{for each term in wordList, do}
9. \texttt{Strings, concept} \leftarrow \texttt{searchConcept} (parameter: term)
10. \texttt{conceptMap.put(concept)}
11. \texttt{end for}
12. \texttt{for each term in conceptMap, do}
13. \texttt{Strings, conceptName, semanticType} \leftarrow \texttt{searchSemanticType} (parameter: cui)
14. \texttt{semanticTypeMap.put(conceptName, semanticType)}
15. \texttt{entityTypeMap.put(cui)}
16. \texttt{end for}
17. \texttt{for each type in semanticTypeMap, do}
18. \texttt{Strings, entityType} \leftarrow \texttt{searchEntityType} (parameter: type)
19. \texttt{entityTypeMap.put(entityType, semanticType)}
20. \texttt{end for}
21. \texttt{for each term in wordList, do}
22. \texttt{if} word \neq \texttt{null}\texttt{, do}
23. \texttt{Print(“”)}
24. \texttt{end if}
25. \texttt{Print(term)}
26. \texttt{for each concept in conceptMap, do}
27. \texttt{Print(concept)}
28. \texttt{end for}
29. \texttt{end for}
30. \texttt{end}
```

B. POS-Filtering

POS filtering module provide support to the pre-processing
step in the sense to remove meaningless word from a bag of words received from pre-processing such as “effective”, “improved”, “rather” etc. In this step, we tagged all the words with part of speech tag. We applied filter using regular expression to choose only noun, adjective and adverb from a bag of words and removed all the verbs as shown in RE.1 and Fig.1. In RE.1, NN means to allow all the nouns, JJ is all the adjectives and RB is the entire adverbs.

Bag of Words = "{<NN.*>} {<JJ.*>} {<RB.*>}

C. Finding Terms

In the above Eq.1, x represents a list of words. We mapped each x_i to the UMLS Metathesaurus, if x_i found in UMLS the sequence of a term will add to the list Term [t] else x_i will be ignored to the domain expert.

If x_i ∈ UMLS then,

Term [t] will add to the list (see Algo 1 Step 8)

Else

x_i Omitted from the list

D. Concepts Extraction

A concept is the meaning of medical terms and each meaning contain different names. Over one million concepts contain Metathesaurus over 100-source vocabulary [11]. Each concept has assigned a unique identifier (CUI), when a new concept is inserted to the Metathesaurus structure. The importance of Metathesaurus is to understand the proposed meaning of each name and to link all the names from all of the source vocabularies, which gives the same meaning called synonyms. In the proposed algorithm for each term t_i a single or a list of a concepts is extracted from the UMLS Metathesaurus as showing in Table 1. In the section, 3.2 we have discussed that all the terms [t] after matching with UMLS Metathesaurus will store in list (see Algo 1 Step 8). In Eq.2, C_n is presenting a list of concept available in Metathesaurus for each term f_1(t_i). In the proposed algorithm, we are storing value in a key value format such as <key, value>. We assigned key="term" t_i and value="concept" C_i (see Algo 1 Step 8). Based on each term t_i a single or a list of concepts extracted from array list (see Algo1 Step 11) and Table I.

$$f_1(t_i) = C_n$$  \hspace{1cm} (2)

Where Cn = {c1, c2, c3…. Cn} sequence of concept

E. Semantic Type Extraction

Another knowledge source of UMLS is Semantic Network, contains 135 semantic types (STY’s) and 54 semantic relationships for classifying and categorizing of all concepts represented in the UMLS Metathesaurus [11][12]. Each concept C_i contained at least one semantic type (STY) very few concepts assigned five semantic types (see Eq.3). A multifaceted or has inherent ambiguity concept contain more than one STY such as “Febrile Convulsion” is a concept of “Finding” and “Disease or Syndrome” [5]. Metathesaurus concepts give an interpreted and obvious meaning with semantic type and Semantic relation [11]. Semantic Type categorizes the concept in three broad categories such as Medical Problems (pathologic function, cell or molecular dysfunction, disease or syndrome etc.), Medical treatment (therapeutic or preventive procedure, antibiotics, clinical drugs etc.), and Medical Test (laboratory procedure or diagnostic procedure) [4]. In the proposed algorithm, semantic type value is also store in a key value format as discussed in section D. We set key="concept" C_i and value ="semantic types” S_i and map each to the relative concept that is < C_i, S_i > (see Algo1 Step 9). Based on each concept at least one semantic type will extract (see Algo1 Step11) and Table I. In this algorithm, we are focusing on extracting the entire concept, its semantics type and entity Type for a term in unstructured clinical documents.

$$f_2(C_i) = S_n$$ \hspace{1cm} (3)

Where, Sn = {S1, S2, S3…. Sn} sequence of STY’s

F. Entity Type Extraction

An entity type is showing the parent relation for the concept. The concept meaning is presented in more standard and obvious as compared to the semantic type. For each concept, it is possible to have more than one semantic type but having only one entity type as in (equ4). In UMLS Metathesaurus entity type assigned the most specific meaning to the concept [11].In the proposed algorithm Entity Type E_i is also list in key value format. We assigned key="” STY” S_i and value="”Entity type” E_i in a list as shown in (see Algo1 Step10). Against each semantic type STY S_i entity type E_i extracted as shown in the Table I.

$$f_3(S_i) = E_i$$ \hspace{1cm} (4)

Where, i = {1, 2, 3….. n}

G. Example Scenario of Information Extraction

In Fig.2. An example scenario has drawn in the form of hierarchal tree that presented how our algorithm extract information from UMLS Metathesaurus for medical terms.
UMLS terminology services are playing basic role to access UMLS Metathesaurus. We have consider a word “Stress” which is a medical term. We requested to Metathesaurus to identify the concept for a term “Stress”. Metathesaurus will return a list of concepts ID’s and concept name. As shown in Fig.2 and Table I the term “Stress” has four concepts name extract from Metathesaurus. After concept extraction, based on concept ID’s we requested to Metathesaurus to return all related semantic types for each concept name. Metathesaurus will return a list of semantic types ID and semantic types for each concept. In Fig.2 and Table I for each concept have one semantic type while the “Stress bismuth subsalicylate” have two semantic types “organic chemical” and “pharmacological substance”. Based on semantic type ID we requested to Metathesaurus for entity type, in response entity type ID and entity type received. The main challenge in Algo I or in the methodology is to extract a list of information, which is present in a dynamic sequence.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

We implement the proposed algorithm in Python, using NLTK library for pre-processing of data. In the algorithm, exact word matching procedure with UMLS Metathesaurus performed as shown in Fig.1. UMLS Metathesaurus can be accessed by three ways provide by UMLS Terminology (a) Web Browser,(b) Local Installation and (c) Web Services API. In the current study, we are following Web Services API approach to access the UMLS Metathesaurus see Table II and Table III.

| Terms, Concepts, Semantic Types, and Entity Types Extraction |
|--------------------------|------------------------------|-----------------|-----------------|
| Terms | Concepts | Semantic Type | Entity Type |
| Stress | Stress | Finding | Disorders |
| Physiological Stress | Pathologic Function | Disorders |
| Stress bismuth subsalicylate | Organic Chemical | Disorders |
| W stress | Clinical Attribute | Physiology |
| Blood Pressure | Blood Pressure | Pharmacological Substance | Physiology |
| Blood Pressure determination | Health Care Activity | Procedures |
| Blood Pressure Finding | Finding | Disorders |
| Systemic arterial pressure | Finding | Disorder |
| Coronary Artery Disease | Coronary Arteriosclerosis | Disease or Syndrome | Disorder |
| Coronary Artery Disease | Disease | Syndrome |
| Liver function tests normal | Finding | Disorder |

We choose ten unstructured clinical notes from I2b2 2010 clinical notes test dataset for algorithm testing and evaluation purpose. In Fig.3. A bag of words generated contains words of N-gram-4 as discussed in section III in pre-processing step. We evaluated each N-gram of words, and extracted the medical information’s such as terms, concepts, semantic types and entity types. After analysis, in Fig.3 we have found that UMLS Metathesaurus identify medical information for N-gram-1 more than N-gram-2 to N-gram-4. Very less information found in Metathesaurus for N-gram-4. We also
realized that term having N-gram equal to or greater than 2 as discussed in section A equ.1, give more coherent and meaningful information accommodate in UMLS Metathesaurus such as “blood pressure”, “coronary artery disease” and “liver function test normal” see Table I as compared to single term such as “pressure”, “blood” etc.

Table I contains four terms with N-gram size 4. As the number of N-gram size, increase the identification of composite terms in Metathesaurus decrease following exact word matching approach. Table I presenting the output of the algorithm for medical information extraction. It was a challenging task to extract a list of concept for each term, then a list of semantic type for each concept and then entity type for each semantic type. In Fig.2, we are presenting the flow of algorithm in the form tree structure because every child leaf or value is depended on the parent leaf or value. Such as first, we matched term to Metathesaurus, and then extracted a list of concept for term. Based on concept we extracted a list of semantic type for each concept. A concept have one or more than one semantic types. In the last based on semantic type, we extracted entity type for each semantic type.

V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have designed an algorithm to identify and extract a medical information from UMLS Metathesaurus followed the exact term match based approach. We evaluated the algorithm and perform medical information extraction on English clinical unstructured notes of I2b2 2010 clinical notes. This algorithm extracts the medical information like terms, concepts, its semantic type and entity type, which give more specific, obvious and interpretable meaning for a given term in unstructured clinical documents. The proposed algorithm could be a useful tool to annotate or label the data, which in turn could be utilized for machine learning model training and testing. In future, we will measure the efficiency of algorithm against existing tools and method available in the domain of concept extraction from patient data.
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